By Kenneth Crowe and Jeff Dufresne

At the close of Trinity Term 1975, Trinity College trustees held legal permission to be sold or offered for sale. A number of problems have since arisen.

The lack of sufficient funds impeded the start of construction of a new permanent rathskellar (beer garden) during the summer months. According to James Essey, chairman of the Rathskellar Development Committee.

The selection of an appropriate location for the Rathskellar has posed problems. At the close of the Trinity term last spring, the administration had conceeded with a request by the Student Government Association (SGA) to set up a temporary rathskellar.

The temporary rathskellar would be on the site of the old Fellows College Bookstore in the Nather College Center. It is expected to be constructed in the fall of 1976.

According to Essey, the Rathskellar Development Committee (SRA) was not a suitable location for the rathskellar. The College did not present the hall to Trinity for that purpose.

The College was presented to the SGA to setup a rathskellar in Hamlin Hall. The Trustees decided that the hall was not a suitable location for the rathskellar. Alcohol, although free, is often served at the rathskellar.

At present arrangements are being made to concur with the State Liquor Authority's rules. Essey said, "This is not a big problem."

According to a Rathskellar Development Committee report submitted to the SGA this fall, the College obtained legal permission to be sold or offered for sale. Students should be able to receive, directly, some benefit from this operation. This resolution was unanimously by the SGA legislators.

Essey again gave his vote of confidence to the matter. He commented that he is "hoping that the administration will make a positive decision in this matter."

Mather: Can't Be "Real Campus Center"

By Diane Stewart

"We are aware, we are trying to solve the problem," said Dave Meyers, head of SGA Food Services, referring to the formation of lines in the dining halls during meal times.

Ellen Mulqueen, Dean for Student Services, shared his concerns: "We don't like it any more. We are trying to improve the situation. The salad bar may be utilized more. But the problem is very evident."

Students are assigned times at the facilities for meals. The eating facilities are emptiest for lunch from 11:30 - 12:30 and "leisurely" dining. Meyers also urged students to eat at these times.

The consultant who was selected to help with the problem is an expert in flow of people. "We don't want to move the flow of people using the facilities," he said. "We don't want to move the flow of people using the facilities." Meyers urged students to eat at these times.

"If they can spread themselves, much of the crowding would be eliminated. Students tend to arrive for lunch immediately following the dismissal of their 11:30 class. As a result, a heavy crush arrives at Mather at 12:30.

Monday and Wednesday are the worst days. The crowds arrive about 15 minutes later on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

"It's a reaction," Meyers observed. "What are they going to do for 15 or 20 minutes? It doesn't seem possible to change class schedules... though that would be a solution.

The eating facilities are emptiest for lunch from 11:30 - 12:30 and from 1:00 to 1:30. The least crowded time for dinner is at 5:00.

Mulqueen claims that the utilization of the food services at these times would provide "leisurely" dining. Meyers also urged students to eat at these hours.

Other colleges faced with similar situations have imposed mandatory seatings for meals. Students may only eat at the locations at which they may eat. "This system worked in Hamlin Hall for one line," Mulqueen observed.

The consultant who was originally hired to implement the changes in Mather Hall has been re-called to investigate the current situation and relieve the crowding.

The physical structure of the building has prevented a major hindrance to finding solutions. According to Mulqueen, Mather lacks the floor space to be a real campus center.

Meyers added that the basement level of the building houses the food service department.

The recommended space for what Mulqueen terms "comfortable, but not elaborate, group dining" is about 14,600 square feet per dinner. Last year the facilities provided only about 11,000 square feet.

It is the hope that there will be no need to provide separate facilities for the meal serving. Meyers said, "We have to have room and we have to have money."
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Trinity College has achieved its Annual Giving goal of $50,000, surpassing its third consecutive year that annual gifts totaled half a million dollars or more. A record number of donors contributed.

Gifts and pledges to the 1975-76 Annual Giving Drive were $506,626 from 3,891 individual contributors.

Trinity conducts its Annual Giving Drive each year for gifts to support the budgeted academic program. Beginning in January, the leaders of the drive to increase the College's endowment and provide for an Annual Giving Goal. At that time $12 million, more than $5 million has been averaged over the last two years. Trinity is continuing to conduct its Annual Giving Drive during the current academic year.

Contributions to this year's Annual Giving Drive came from alumni, parents, business and industry, and friends of the Trinity Fund, headed by John M. K. Davis of Avon, raised $506,626. Local business and industrial firms contributed $50,756, chairman of the Business and Industry Associates was Theodore T. Tansi of New York City.

Contributions from parents, over and above tuition and fees, totaled $506,626. Trinity parent from Pittsburgh, W. P., was national chairman of the Parents' Fund.

President Theodore D. Lockhart, Jr., summed up the Annual Giving results, said: "This remarkable achievement is due to the generosity of alumni, parents, and friends of the Trinity College family. Our Club of A glass of wine or a quiet beer are often served at alumni dinners and other functions.

At present arrangements are being made to concur with the State Liquor Authority's rules.
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Ellen Mulqueen, Dean for Student Services, shared his concerns: "We don't like it any more. We are trying to improve the situation. The salad bar may be utilized more. But the problem is very evident."

Students are assigned times at the facilities for meals. The eating facilities are emptiest for lunch from 11:30 - 12:30 and "leisurely" dining. Meyers also urged students to eat at these times.

The consultant who was selected to help with the problem is an expert in flow of people. "We don't want to move the flow of people using the facilities," he said. "We don't want to move the flow of people using the facilities." Meyers urged students to eat at these times.

"If they can spread themselves, much of the crowding would be eliminated. Students tend to arrive for lunch immediately following the dismissal of their 11:30 class. As a result, a heavy crush arrives at Mather at 12:30.

Monday and Wednesday are the worst days. The crowds arrive about 15 minutes later on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

"It's a reaction," Meyers observed. "What are they going to do for 15 or 20 minutes? It doesn't seem possible to change class schedules... though that would be a solution.

The eating facilities are emptiest for lunch from 11:30 - 12:30 and from 1:00 to 1:30. The least crowded time for dinner is at 5:00.

Mulqueen claims that the utilization of the food services at these times would provide "leisurely" dining. Meyers also urged students to eat at these hours.

Other colleges faced with similar situations have imposed mandatory seatings for meals. Students may only eat at the locations at which they may eat. "This system worked in Hamlin Hall for one line," Mulqueen observed.

The consultant who was originally hired to implement the changes in Mather Hall has been re-called to investigate the current situation and relieve the crowding.

The physical structure of the building has prevented a major hindrance to finding solutions. According to Mulqueen, Mather lacks the floor space to be a real campus center.

Meyers added that the basement level of the building houses the food service department.

The recommended space for what Mulqueen terms "comfortable, but not elaborate, group dining" is about 14,600 square feet per dinner. Last year the facilities provided only about 11,000 square feet.

It is the hope that there will be no need to provide separate facilities for the meal serving. Meyers said, "We have to have room and we have to have money."
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Trinity College has achieved its Annual Giving goal of $50,000, surpassing its third consecutive year that annual gifts totaled half a million dollars or more. A record number of donors contributed.

Gifts and pledges to the 1975-76 Annual Giving Drive were $506,626 from 3,891 individual contributors. Trinity's annual gifts and pledges per donor reached an all-time high of $129.82.

Trinity conducts its Annual Giving Drive each year for gifts to support the budgeted academic program. Beginning in January, the leaders of the drive to increase the College's endowment and provide for an Annual Giving Goal. At that time $12 million was set as the goal.

Of that $12 million goal, more than $5 million has been averaged over the last two years. Trinity is continuing to conduct its Annual Giving Drive during the current academic year.

Contributions to this year's Annual Giving Drive came from alumni, parents, business and industry, and friends of the Trinity Fund, headed by John M. K. Davis of Avon, raised $506,626. Local business and industrial firms contributed $50,756, chairman of the Business and Industry Associates was Theodore T. Tansi of New York City.

Contributions from parents, over and above tuition and fees, totaled $506,626. Trinity parent from Pittsburgh, W. P., was national chairman of the Parents' Fund.

President Theodore D. Lockhart, Jr., summed up the Annual Giving results, said: "This remarkable achievement is due to the generosity of alumni, parents, and friends of the Trinity College family. Our Club of

Experience, Enthusiasm
Mark New Counselor

By Wenda Harris

Dr. Christopher J. Shinkman has been named director of career counseling and placement at Trinity College.

Shinkman received a B.A. from Tri- Kingdom, raised $32,520. Local business and industrial firms contributed $50,756, chairman of the Business and Industry Associates was Theodore T. Tansi of New York City.

Contributions from parents, over and above tuition and fees, totaled $506,626. Trinity parent from Pittsburgh, W. P., was national chairman of the Parents' Fund.

President Theodore D. Lockhart, Jr., summed up the Annual Giving results, said: "This remarkable achievement is due to the generosity of alumni, parents, and friends of the Trinity College family. Our Club of

Experience, Enthusiasm
Mark New Counselor

By Wenda Harris

Dr. Christopher J. Shinkman has been named director of career counseling and placement at Trinity College.

Shinkman received a B.A. from Tri-
Trinity Faculty Members Promoted

By Jeff DeRosse

President Theodore Lockwood has announced the promotion of four full professors, six associate professors, and has named three department chairmen and the recipient of the Charles A. Dana Professorship. All appointments were effective Sept. 1.

Three members of the Trinity College faculty have been named chairmen of their departments. They are Dr. Robert Batzis of Classical and Ancient History, Dr. William MacFramingham of Chemistry, and Dr. Michael Pretina of Economics. Dr. Charles Schults of West Hartford.

DePatie Named Trustee

By Diane Molleson

The university has named one of the two newly-elected alumnae trustees. He feels that Trinity is now more attuned to the outside world than it was when he attended the school in the early fifties. Elected for a six year term by Trinity alumni, DePatie said he feels he will be able to make valuable contributions to the future of the college.

Trinity College's Project Rehilitation in Prisons (PRIP) has recently established a training institute for more than two years.

The living situation on each unit of the school's activities, including the chapel, the dorms and the like, have benefited greatly, making the school more flexible and interesting," DePatie said. "Classes, are also more relevant in the real world, and the absence of stringent rules gives the students more responsibility and prepares them very well for the outside world.

It is my hope that the school was in the process of a bearing-sorrelthology on campus.

Trinity Students

The Whiting Forensic Institute is a maximum security facility in Middletown. The residence of law offenders with psychological disorders.

Trinity College's Project Rehabs in Prisons (PRIP) have recently established a training institute for more than two years.

The living situation on each unit of the school's activities, including the chapel, the dorms and the like, have benefited greatly, making the school more flexible and interesting," DePatie said. "Classes, are also more relevant in the real world, and the absence of stringent rules gives the students more responsibility and prepares them very well for the outside world.

It is my hope that the school was in the process of a bearing-sorrelthology on campus.

AIESEC Exchange Arrives From Norway

By Jack Orrick

A record foreign student intern arrived in Hartford last week on a one-year program for the degree. Reider Saugstad, a twenty-five year old business school graduate in Norway, is working with the Hartford Steam Boiler, which has had AIESEC interns in the past.

The two new associate professors by underwriting a new program for the degree. Saugstad arrives From Norway.

To Sue Or Not To Sue

The College Catalogue As Contract

A graduate student at Syracuse University (NY), involved in a contract dispute, has encouraged students nationwide to consider suing their universities if these compacts don't match up to the catalog description.

The graduate student says that the philosophy department has (1) ignored traditional philosophical research in favor of "linguistic" philosophy; (2) ad

In one alleged instance of libel, assistant professor Peter Van Vragten wrote in a letter "You present us with a difficult pedagogical problem. Before we can do anything, we first dispel your delusions of..." - the cost of his education.

White could also like to see a "bill of rights for students" which could inform them of their rights, obligations and duties. White says a "debilitating influence" of comprehensive faculty participation through the use of outside evaluators, which could make students feel less confident.

In a similar case last fall, an undergraduate student at the University of Bridgeport (CT) filed suit against the university claiming that she "learned nothing" from a business education course.

In that case the university vice-president maintained that he had an obligation to offer the course and provide an instructor, but took no responsibility for what is taught in the classroom.
By Nancy Nies

"Learning should keep on going all your life," commented Iva Backer, the new director of graduate studies at Trinity.

Backer joined the Trinity staff in 1969 as director of community affairs. He has been actively involved in the creation of student internships in the Hartford area.

In his new post Backer said he hopes to re-examine the present graduate program in order to discover the changing needs of the graduate community. He said he plans to respond to these needs by expanding new programs and initiating new and innovative opportunities.

When asked of his opinion of the existing graduate program, Backer replied that it has "been a slow, steady slipage in enrollment." He feels that most graduate programs have had similar attrition due largely to the national tightness in the teaching market.

Those who seek graduate degrees are generally teachers who want to upgrade themselves and are disappointed in the depleted, graduate programs throughout the country have suffered, he said.

Backer said he hopes to remedy this by meeting the needs of new groups of people. He plans to survey state employees to determine how additional education would relate to their advancement and development.

He expressed interest in listening to the present graduate community to see how their needs are being met and to hear their suggestions for improvement. He especially hopes to talk with the faculty because "they are the heart of the program."

Backer said he looks forward to changes in his department. The expansion of the present Individualized Degree Program (IDP) now only available to undergraduates, is one consideration.

A masters degree might lends itself to the graduate community. He said he discovered the changing needs of the graduate student by offering credit to students who had been through the Open Semester Program or as independent studies.

"If we were to become involved in 12 departments of the graduate program last year," Backer voiced his opinion that the graduate program last year, 12 departments of the graduate program last year, the graduate program last year, Backer said that the changes are "very dorsal" and "very promising." He said that the graduate program did not exist the facility would be decreased by eleven members.

Second, the presence of specialists guided by the graduate community adds to the opportunities available to undergraduates, he said. A total of two under-graduate classes and four graduate classes become involved in 12 departments of the graduate program last year.

Third, Backer said that the undergraduate program serves as a "stress test" for the graduate program.

"If one or more students say that the relaxation gained during Transcendental Meditation is not a "small" one, in comparison to the idle of the western schools he has attended," he said. "I am happy with the smaller classes and added that the close student-teacher relation should make teaching at Trinity an enjoyable experience for him."

By Bruce Kinmonth

Dr. David L. Reiner has joined Trinity's mathematics department, replacing Dr. Robert Graffen. Reiner arrived from Chicago early in the summer and he was initiated into the mathematics department, immediately while instructing during the summer sessions of math 121, 122, and 110.

As a third alternative, Backer said that "intellectually rigorous and stimulating adaptations of standard academic courses" will be offered on a non-credit basis in an attempt to attract a new audience. These classes would be available to those in the community who wish to respond to academic stimuli without obtaining a graduate degree.

Backer said that the current learning needs not and should not stop at the undergraduate level or even at the graduate level. A new program such as the one involving non-credit would enrich the community and add to the student body by offering a different teaching experience.

When asked about the undergraduate community gains by the presence of the graduate program on campus, Backer said that the changes are "tremendous" and "numerous."

First, if the graduate program did not exist the facility would be decreased by eleven members.

Reiner hopes to attract the graduate student community to offer the opportunities available to undergraduates, he added. The college also offers service courses as well as courses in the sciences.

"If we were to become involved in 12 departments of the graduate program last year," Backer voiced his opinion that the graduate program last year, 12 departments of the graduate program last year, the graduate program last year, Backer said that the changes are "very dorsal" and "very promising." He said that the graduate program did not exist the facility would be decreased by eleven members.

"If we were to become involved in 12 departments of the graduate program last year," Backer said that the changes are "very dorsal" and "very promising." He said that the graduate program did not exist the facility would be decreased by eleven members.

Reiner's first impression of Trinity was "its small," in comparison to the size of the western schools he has attended. He said that he is happy with the smaller classes and added that the close student-teacher relation should make teaching at Trinity an enjoyable experience for him.
Letters to the Editors

The world here at Trinity is one in which we can, as one student phrased it, "esthetic ourselves into oblivion." This indeed our "$6,000 a year party." Here is our promised land, a land of plenty, where nothing (except food, God bless 'em) is paid for and there are unlimited seconds in the dining hall. Let's face it: daily life here is pretty good.

However, let us truly hope that the wants, the wants we see going on around us is not of the lifestyles which we face in the future. The food waste at the dining hall is inordinately high. There is food and then decide that you were on a diet anyway just because the food looks inedible, and let's dump chocolate milk on our jello to see if we can gross each other out.

I am writing in response to the 'more response' letter from George DeFord and George Chaplin of Austin Arts Center for Foreign Editors, discussing how much the community can become involved in the Review now has.

We are open to suggestions and criticisms from the Trinity community, and we look forward to a good year of growth. Please help support the effort to make the Trinity Review an important part of the Trinity community.
The Tripod, September 16, 1975, Page 5

Commentary

The Courses We Never Knew About

By Rick Hornung

As the dwindling economy of the times forces many private colleges to cut programs, we at Trinity are left in the dilemma of not knowing. The academic year alone to 90% of the "new" courses have been removed from the curricula. Though students may scramble to find fulfillment in the fall course load, the task this year is much more complicated than ever before, for that so many good classes are no longer with us. Therefore, it would be most helpful if we first knew what is missing.

American Studies 276—The Role of the Television Commercial: This course will concentrate on establishing the relationship between televised advertisements and the American consciousness. In this bicentennial year, it is important for Americans to know who they are and what they buy. The emphasis of our discussions and viewings will be on the way American spend their leisure time through commercials.

Biology 342—Nutrition on the College Campus: This is a field that is expected to be explored more and more in the first month of classes. Afterwards, the student should be prepared to make an independent study of the eating habits and nutritional values of his peers. After having a long paper on the nutritional value of the freshman around here, and "Don't talk like that in front of the students," I am sure that my first ten days here. My suggestion is The Cave in the dining area will not be to your liking. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friendly, some aren't. Some are friend...
Should a gentleman offer a tiparillo to a Schlitz man? Mitch Karlin does. And Rick Hornung accepts.

After a week's delay, Liz Egloff's Stories of Clothes will be opening this Thursday, September 18 at 8:15 in the Goodwin Theatre. The original opening date of Stories was cancelled due to illness in the cast. One of the four players contracted a viral throat infection and fever. Normally, this would mean replacing the stricken actor with a stand-in. However, those concerned with Ms. Egloff's drama agreed that the roles were too demanding for a stand-in to capture adequately in the short time left before opening night. In order to uphold the quality of Stories' production, its original opening had to be cancelled. This week the cast returns to the Goodwin stage, healthy and eager to bring Stories to life. Performances will be held Thursday, Friday and Saturday at 8:15. There will also be a matinee at 2:30 on Sunday.

It's crying time again as Susan Egbert lets loose a few emotional clothes-lines.

Boys and girls together watch Susan Egbert as her hands reveal the story to Leslie Cooper, Mitch Karlin and Rick Hornung.
SIFTING...a celebration of the fall

SIFTING, a continuous twelve-hour music and dance piece will be performed at Trinity College this fall. The 12-hour performance will be held in the Bushnell Memorial Theatre on October 3rd and 4th, beginning at 9 PM. The event, titled "A Celebration of the Season: A Sifting of the Autumnal Equinox," is organized by the Fine Arts Society (F.A.S.) of Trinity College.

The event will feature a diverse range of musical and theatrical performances, including a dance piece created by the students of the dance program at Trinity College. The dance piece, titled "The Sifting," will be performed by a group of six dancers, three musicians, and a collaborator who is intrigued with the key themes of the playwright's work and the concept of the Autumnal Equinox.

The event is open to the public and admission is free. For more information, please contact the Fine Arts Society at trinityfinearts@gmail.com.
El 23 de septiembre de 1868, Puerto Rico experimentó por primera y única vez la satisfacción de la satisfacción, de la independencia mediante el Grilo de Lares. Este evento histórico conjuntamente a eventos sociales, políticos y culturales son los temas expresados a través de los "posters" que actualmente se exhiben en Austin Arts Center. La exhibición llamada "El Poster en Puerto Rico" presenta 50 ejemplos de los posters creados durante los años 1954-1974.

El movimiento del poster en Puerto Rico fue iniciado en 1946. Su propósito fue poner en marcha una mision social y educativa hacia la población rural. Esto fue implementado por un grupo de destacados artistas como Lorenzo Homar, Julio Rosado Martorel y otros.

La exhibición es presentada por La Voz Latina y provista por el Smithsonian Institute. La misma está expuesta en la Galería Widener de Austin Arts Center hasta el día 20 de septiembre.

El 23 de septiembre de 1868, Puerto Rico experimentó por primera y única vez la satisfacción de la independencia mediante el Grilo de Lares. Este evento histórico conjuntamente a eventos sociales, políticos y culturales son los temas expresados a través de los "posters" que actualmente se exhiben en Austin Arts Center. La exhibición llamada "El Poster en Puerto Rico" presenta 50 ejemplos de los posters creados durante los años 1954-1974.

El movimiento del poster en Puerto Rico fue iniciado en 1946. Su propósito fue poner en marcha una mision social y educativa hacia la población rural. Esto fue implementado por un grupo de destacados artistas como Lorenzo Homar, Julio Rosado Martorel y otros.

La exhibición es presentada por La Voz Latina y provista por el Smithsonian Institute. La misma está expuesta en la Galería Widener de Austin Arts Center hasta el día 20 de septiembre.
CHEERLEADING Try-outs are open! All are invited to special Shabbat Services at Trinity, come to the Unit D Lounge on Friday evening at 7:30. Students are invited to meet with Dr. William Gaines, President of the Institute of Educational Studies, on Thursday, October 13, from 9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. in Alumni Lounge of Mather Hall. Dr. Gaines will discuss one-term and year-long Institute programs in England, France, Spain, Austria and Germany. He will be willing, also, to answer your questions about these programs. More information about the IES programs is available in the Office of Educational Services.

Poetry Contest
International Publications is sponsoring a National College Poetry Contest open to all college students desiring to have their poems anthologized. First prizes are $100. The deadline for all entries is October 15. There are no restrictions on form or theme. Length of poems between three and sixteen lines. Each poem must have a separate title. (First line or words of poem OK, but avoid “Untitled!”) The judges’ decision will be final.

6. Entrants should keep a copy of all entries, as they cannot be returned. Prize winners and all authors awarded free publications will be notified immediately after deadline. I.P. will retain first publication rights for accepted poems.

7. There is an initial one dollar registration fee for the first entry and a fee of fifty cents for each additional poem. It is requested to submit no more than five poems per entry.

8. All entries must be postmarked no later than the above deadline and fees be paid, cash, check or money order.

Latin Exhibit
La Ver Latina is sponsoring an exhibition in Austin Arts Center called “The Poster in Puerto Rican Society.” All are invited to come down and see it. If any questions should arise, please contact La Ver Latina, P.O. Box 1830, and we will try to answer them so best we can. The exhibition is open to the public at all times that AAC is open.

Folk Society
Free music! The Trinity Folk Society presents Steve Core in the Cave Wednesday Sept. 17 at 9 p.m.

Organ Recital
Catherine McElroy will play a recital of organ music in the Chapel Sunday, Sept. 21 at 8:15 p.m.
### ABC PIZZA HOUSE

(ACROSS FROM TRINITY COLLEGE)

**SPECIAL PRICES FOR STUDENTS**

— TWO WEEKS ONLY —

**SEPT. 4 - 18**

**PIZZAS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Small</th>
<th>Large</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plain Mazzarella</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onion</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peppers</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sausage</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salami</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacon</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepperoni</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchovies</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meat Ball</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mushrooms</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Comb.</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Comb.</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GRINDERS**

- Cooked Salami
- Boiled Ham
- Tuna
- Meatball
- Sausage
- Genoa Salami
- Eggplant
- Pepperoni

All Grinders: 1.45

- Half: 95¢
- Roast Beef: 2.15
- Greek Salad: 1.55

Buy Four Pizzas — get One FREE

Delicious Pizzas and Hot Oven Grinders

---

287 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

Richard Staron, Prop.

Phone 247-0234
Disability Grants

The Connecticut Developmental Disabilities Council, a Federal grant awarding program chartered with the support of developing services for persons with mental retardation, cerebral palsy and epilepsy, has set its meeting schedule for the current year and invites all interested citizens to attend.

The Council's next meeting will be held Monday, September 23 at 2:00 p.m. at the Easter Seal Goodwill Rehabilitation Center, 2090 Broad Avenue, New Haven. December, March and June are the months for the year's other meetings, times and places to be finalized.

Anyone interested in attending is asked to call the Developmental Disabilities Program at 966-7899 for further information or to be placed on the announcement list for future meeting dates and locations.

Assassination Conference

The University of Hartford will be the official site of the first national conference on the assassination of John F. Kennedy, October 25th, 26th, and 27th. George M. Evica, the Director of the Connecticut Citizens Commission of Inquiry, has been asked to be national host by Mark Lane, Executive Director of the National Citizens Commission. Critics of the Warren Commission Report who will join Director Evica in making presentations so far include Mark Lane (with Judge Judgement), Donald Freed (The Killing of RFK), Cyril Wecht (Foremost Forensic pathologist and Warren Report critic), Bernard Fensterwald, Jr. (Executive Director of the Committee to Investigate Assassinations), and George O'Toole (The Assassination Tapes): Other leading assassination experts are expected to attend, as well as members of Congress supporting the resolution to re-open the assassination inquiry.

SIMS

The Trinity College Chapter of the Students International Meditation Society (SIMS) was re-established in January, 1974. At that time, Joel Leskowitz was President. Since then, he has become a teacher of the TM Program and he will give lectures here at Trinity later in the semester.

Presently, Bill Barrows is running SIMS. Programs include introductory lectures for those interested in learning more about TM, and for current meditators SIMS offers checking and verification of the technique and advanced lectures for further intellectual understanding to give a stronger foundation to the experience of the technique.

Current meditators are urged to be checked for verification of the practice regularly and attend lectures to maintain the effectiveness of the technique. Programs for meditators are free.


China Film

A recent feature film from the Peoples Republic of China will be shown next Monday, September 23, at 7 p.m. in McCook Auditorium. The film records the First International Table Tennis Invitational Tournament held in Peking in 1973, in which teams from 65 countries participated. Included are highlights of the teams' travels throughout the People's Republic.
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Grand Masters at Trinity

by George Piligian

On Saturday, September 13, Trinity's Water Polo club, the Water Polo Ducks, defeated the highly-talented Exeter team in its first scrimmage of the year. The Bantams battle among themselves during varsity football scrimmages.

Andrew Kaufman is back to tend the nets, but the two freshmen goalies from last year will be right on his heels.

Coach Dath also mentioned several sophomores who have been looking good and will probably see some action. Tom Lehanan has been impressed at center-forward. Gene Ko and Peyton Fleming have also impressed. The continued improvement of these and other sophomores could make the difference this year, especially in the all-important area of team depth. Squad depth is probably more important in soccer than in almost any other game because of the constant running and hustling involved. Soccer players, unlike football players, get very little rest during the course of a game.

Coach Dath added that he has been quite pleased with the team's spirit and attitude and that if continued, the varsity squad could be for a good season. No doubt Trinity soccer fans can be assured of an exciting season this fall.